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Security updates for Friday [2]

Security updates have been issued by Fedora (dpdk, mingw-djvulibre, mingw-hunspell,
mingw-ilmbase, mingw-OpenEXR, php-symfony, php-symfony3, and rsyslog), openSUSE
(chromium and squid), SUSE (aspell, cups, djvulibre, and dpdk), and Ubuntu (djvulibre).

Roboto Botnet network building, DDoS not a priority [3]

Google quintuples top reward for hacking Android to $1 million [4]

Google, which has already paid security researchers over $15 million since launching its bug
bounty program in 2010, today expanded its Android Security Rewards program. Most
notably, the company is introducing a top prize of $1 million. The previous top prize was
$200,000. That?s technically a quintupling, although the maximum reward could be even
higher. Google is launching a 50% bonus for exploits found on specific developer preview
versions of Android, meaning the top reward could net you $1.5 million.

Bad Binder: Android In-The-Wild Exploit (Project Zero) [5]

Over on the Project Zero blog, Maddie Stone has a lengthy post about a zero-day exploit that
was found and fixed in the Android Binder interprocess communication mechanism. The post

details the search for the problem, which was apparently being used in the wild, its fix, and
how it can be exploited. This is all part of an effort to "make zero-day hard"; one of the steps
the project is taking is to disseminate more information on these bugs.

Bad Binder: Android In-The-Wild Exploit [6]

On October 3, 2019, we disclosed issue 1942 (CVE-2019-2215), which is a use-after-free in
Binder in the Android kernel. The bug is a local privilege escalation vulnerability that allows
for a full compromise of a vulnerable device. If chained with a browser renderer exploit, this
bug could fully compromise a device through a malicious website.
We reported this bug under a 7-day disclosure deadline rather than the normal 90-day
disclosure deadline. We made this decision based on credible evidence that an exploit for this
vulnerability exists in the wild and that it's highly likely that the exploit was being actively
used against users.
In May 2019, Project Zero published a blog post and spreadsheet for tracking ?in-the-wild? 0day exploits. In July 2019, I joined Project Zero to focus on the use of 0-day exploits in the
wild. We expect our approach to this work will change and mature as we gain more experience
with studying 0-days, but the mission stays the same: to ?make zero-day hard?.
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